INTRODUCTION 24
Illusory contour perception is influenced by real lines. Our perception of 25 object shape is highly dependent on the perception of real and illusory contours. processes recognizing illusory contours begin at the V2 stage or later (Merigan & 60 Maunsell, 1993) . 61 One approach to studying the possible involvement of early visual cortical 62 areas is to use low (subthreshold) contrasts (the real lines are invisible). In this 63
way, we can test the perception of illusory contours without complications 64 introduced by higher order cognitive processes such as attention or motivation. 65
Previous studies have not systemically studied the effect of real line contrast on 66 illusory contour perception. Here, we have studied the effect of adding real lines 67 of different contrasts (either parallel or orthogonal to the illusory contour) on the 68 perception of the illusory Kanizsa contour. We find that adding a high contrast 69 real line parallel to the illusory contour interferes with the illusory percept, while at 70 low (subthreshold) contrasts it has no consistent effect. For orthogonal lines, we 71 find no consistent effects at high contrasts and interference at low contrast. 72
These findings are discussed in the context of known V1 and V2 responses to 73 real and illusory contours 74
75

METHODS 76
Subjects 77
Four female subjects, between 20 and 27 years old, participated in the 78 experiments. Three of the subjects (research assistants) were naïve to the 79 purpose of the experiments, but understood the procedure and gave their 80 consent to partake in the experiment. The fourth subject was one of the authors 81 (subj1). All subjects had normal or corrected to normal acuity. 82
83
Apparatus and Basic Experimental Design 84
Experiments were programmed using OpenGL and C/C++ under Linux 85 (Mandrake 9.2) on a Pentium computer. Stimuli were displayed on a 17-inch 86 CRT color monitor (Gateway 2000 Vivitron) with a refresh rate of 75 Hz. 87
Luminance and contrast of the monitor were calibrated using a Minolta CS-100. 88
Observers viewed the stimuli with both eyes in a dark room at a viewing distance 89 of 57 cm to the monitor. The grey monitor background had a luminance of 25.6 90 cd/m². 91
In all experiments, a square, black fixation spot (8x8 min of arc) was 92 presented for 500 ms followed by a stimulus, which was shown for 250 ms (see 93 Fig. 2 & 3) . The fixation spot remained visible throughout the stimulus 94 presentation. After stimulus presentation, the fixation spot disappeared and the 95 program then awaited a subject's response provided by a press of either the left 96 or right mouse button. No error feedback was provided. Subjects practiced the 97 experiments for at least three days (i.e. about 1500 trials) before the results 98 shown here were collected. 99 100
Illusory Contour Discrimination Task 101
Stimuli. The stimuli consisted of three black partial disks (0.5 cd/m²) with a 102 radius of 37 min of arc. The discs induced a Kanizsa-type illusory triangle (see 103 Fig. 2 ). We used a triangular stimulus, as angle discrimination thresholds around 104 a base angle of 90 degree were found to be lower than thresholds around the 105 base angle employed here (Heeley & Buchanan-Smith, 1996) . This triangular 106 stimulus does not contain orthogonality cues that otherwise might interact with 107 the perception of the overall form of the figure without the necessity to perceive 108 an illusory contour. The illusory contour tested (right side of the illusory triangle) 109 was about 2° long with a support ratio of 0.33. The opening angles of the partial 110 disks inducing this contour were randomly changed to produce a percept of the 111 contour being bent either outwards or inwards (cf. Ringach & Shapley, 1996) . 112
Nine opening angle conditions were used to induce an illusory contour perceived 113 as being straight (0°), curved inwards (-1°, -2°, -3°, -4°), or curved outwards (1°, 114 2°, 3°, 4°). 115 116 Figure 2 here 117
118
For some stimuli a short real contour was simultaneously presented with the 119 illusory contour figure to test the effects of real lines on the perception of illusory 120 contours. To test whether real line effects depend on orientation, real lines were 121 presented either parallel (superimposed) or orthogonal to the illusory contour 122 (Fig. 2) . To determine the interaction between real and illusory contours we varied the 134 contrasts of the real lines and presented oriented real lines at Weber contrasts 135 that span the perceptual range from subthreshold to suprathreshold contrasts 136 (3%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 30%). 137 separate sessions were conducted with illusory contours, which were straight, 168 bent inwards, or bent outwards. For each subject, we measured contrast 169 detection thresholds for real lines positioned either orthogonal or parallel to the 170 illusory contour, using the method of constant stimuli. Two Kanizsa-type squares 171 were presented side by side for 500 ms, with the subject holding fixation 172 centered between them. A real line was presented on either the left or right 173 virtual contour (close to fixation spot). Subjects had to report whether the real line 174 had been presented to the left or the right of the fixation spot (2AFC procedure). 175
Lines of different contrasts were presented in a pseudo-random fashion. Percent 176 correct responses at each contrast were used to fit psychometric functions. 177
Thresholds were calculated at 75% correct responses. Each threshold is based 178 on at least 300 trials. Based on this the contrast detection threshold (at 75% correct responses) and its 215 asymptotic standard error were calculated. 216
As the absolute contrast detection thresholds for real lines differed across 217 subjects, we pooled threshold values across subjects by first normalizing to each 218 subject's detection threshold. This alignment allowed a comparison of results 219 obtained with stimuli of perceptually similar contrasts (i.e. subthreshold versus 220 suprathreshold contrasts). 221
For the curvature discrimination thresholds, percent correct responses at each 222 curvature setting were fitted to a cumulative Gaussian function using psignifit 223 version 2.5.6 (Wichmann & Hill, 2001a ). Thresholds at the 75% correct level and 224 standard deviations were derived from these fits, using the bootstrap method 225 implemented in psignifit with 999 simulations (Wichmann & Hill, 2001b) . Each 226 threshold presented here is based on at least 300 trials that were collected over 227
several days. 228
We tested for significance between parallel and orthogonal real lines 229 conditions in individual subject data by conducting a 2-tailed student t-test. To 230 test whether real lines of different orientations resulted in different performance 231 across subjects, we conducted 2-tailed paired t-tests 232
233
RESULTS
234
We present data that support both an orientation-and contrast-specific 235 influence of real contours on illusory contour perception. First, we show data on 236 subject-specific detection thresholds and their independence on illusory contour 237 thresholds over all testing conditions for subjects subj1 (11.6% ± 0.6) and subj2 273 (13.0% ± 0.3) in comparison to subj3 (17.0% ± 0.2) and subj4 (16.3% ± 0.2). 274
These threshold data were then used to define perceptually similar contrast 275 categories across individuals. 276
Although real line detection thresholds varied across subjects, for each 277 individual, detection thresholds were clustered across experimental conditions. 278
The ranges of detection thresholds for subjects 1-4 were 12 -14%, 10 -13%, 16 279 -18%, and 16 -17%, respectively. Consistent with the variability reported by 280
McCourt & Paulson (1994), individual subjects showed variable thresholds 281 across experimental conditions. In subjects subj1 and subj2 there is a tendency 282 for lower detection thresholds for orthogonal (gray symbols) than for parallel 283 (black symbols) real lines (Parallel and orthogonal detection thresholds 284 differences over all conditions are non-significant, Subj1, M=0.0184, SD =0.024, 285 t(2)=1.34, two-tail p>0.1, Subj2, M=0.0095, SD=0.012, t(2)=1.41, two-tail p>0.1; 286 yet for straight condition, Subj1: t(299)=2.92, p<0.01, Subj2: t(299)=2.12, p<0.05, 287
and for outwards condition, Subj1: t(299)=4.44, p<0.01). However, subjects 288 subj3 and subj4 showed no differences in thresholds for orthogonal and parallel 289 real lines. Our data indicate in general similar detection thresholds across 290 different illusory stimulus conditions. Because we found little difference across 291 conditions within single subjects, we used a single averaged threshold value 292 (averaged over all conditions) for each subject (subj1: 11.6%, subj2: 13.0%, 293 subj3: 16.3%, subj4: 17.0%). This real line detection threshold value was used 294 for the discrimination task (data below). 295 296
II. Perceptual Strength of Illusory Contours 297
We tested the perceptual strength of illusory contours under three conditions: 298 with a superimposed parallel real line, with a superimposed orthogonal line, and 299 no line. As different real-illusory contour interactions have been reported at both 300 sub-and suprathreshold contrasts (Dresp & Bonnet, 1995 , Ringach & Shapley, 301 1996 , the influence of real components was tested at different subthreshold and 302 suprathreshold real line contrasts. Tests with real lines at subthreshold contrasts 303 furthermore allowed us to test whether real-illusory contour interactions are 304 possible without subjects perceiving the interacting stimulus. We therefore aimed 305 to test a) whether real-illusory contour interaction is orientation-dependent, b) 306 whether real-illusory contour interaction depends on real line contrast, and c) 307
whether real-illusory interaction is evident at subthreshold contrasts. 308
We measured perceptual thresholds for the illusory contours by asking subjects 309 whether the illusory contour was bent inward or outward. 310 showed no consistent differences (consistent with Ringach & Shapley, 1996) , so 322 these two conditions are pooled. Since 'no line' conditions were identical in every 323 block, it is expected that performance on this task would not change across 'real 324 line' blocks of different contrast. As expected, standard deviations of average 'no 325 line' thresholds are smaller than the variability of thresholds across real line 326 conditions (see fig. 5 , open circle). We found that illusory contours are similar in 327 their perceptual strength across subjects. Inducer opening has to be changed by 328 2.4 deg SD +/-0.2 for subjects to clearly perceive whether the illusory contour is 329 bent outwards or inwards. 330 331
III. Influence of Real Lines on Illusory Contour Perception 332
Comparing all subjects ( 
Across All Subjects 379
Methodology 380
Since contrast perception can vary considerably between subjects, averaging 381 across subjects at the same absolute contrast level may inappropriately combine 382 data that reflect perceptually very different stimuli. In particular, given the 383 observed real/illusory interaction reversal near individual contrast thresholds, we 384 thought it was worthwhile to attempt to normalize data with respect to subject-385 specific thresholds. 386
We thus used a method that averages data from perceptually comparable 387 conditions. We used each subject's detection threshold for real lines as a zero 388 point for comparison across subjects. Data from each subject were then 389 categorized into 4 different subthreshold levels (Sub 1-4, subject subj2 only had 390 Sub 2-4) and 2 suprathreshold levels (Supra 1-2). In this way, individual data 391 were aligned to permit averaging of data with similar perceptual strength. Two 392 subjects, subj1 and subj4, had low detection thresholds (between 10% and 15%), 393 and two subjects, subj2 and subj3, had detection thresholds higher than 15%. 394
We aligned the data to take these differences into account: for subjects subj1 395 and subj4, contrast levels 3%, 5%, and 10% were subthreshold, whereas, for 396 subjects subj2 and subj3, contrast levels 3%, 5%, 10%, and 15% were 397
subthreshold. 398
Alignment resulted in an asymmetric pooling of the data, with Sub1 and 399
Supra2 category containing data from only two subjects. Sub2, Sub3, Sub4, and 400
Supra1 are averages of data from all four subjects. This approach has the 401 intuitive advantage of treating perceptually different contrast levels as 402 categorically distinct. For the statistical assessment, we used only categories 403 containing data from all subjects. 404 
439
To test whether the effects found in the averaged data result from a few 440 strong effects in the individual data combined with no or very weak effects in 441 other data points, we aligned individual data to subject-specific detection 442 thresholds and examined them without regard to the strength of the effect. Each 443 data point was classified as interference (1), no effect (0), and facilitation (-1), 444 respectively, with threshold differences (real line condition minus 'no line') smaller 445 than 0.17 (two-times the standard error of the mean of threshold differences) 446 being classified as no effect. Data were aligned to individual's detection 447 
individuals. 471
The results thus support our prediction that influence of real lines on illusory 472 contour perception depends on orientation and contrast range. We find that 473 parallel lines interfere at suprathreshold contrasts (similar to previous report, 474 Ringach & Shapley, 1996) , and, surprisingly, that orthogonal lines interfere at 475 subthreshold contrasts. 476
477
DISCUSSION 478
We measured the effect of superimposed short, low contrast real lines on the 479 discrimination of an illusory contour, as well as the detection of these real lines 480 superimposed on an illusory contour. We designed the experiments to largely 481 resemble previous studies in which detection of real lines (Dresp & Bonnet, 482 1995) and curvature discrimination of illusory contours (Ringach & Shapley, 483 1996) was measured. Unlike previous studies, we interpreted the data based on 484 subject-specific real line detection thresholds. Thus, our study used a perceptual 485 threshold as criterion rather than any fixed luminance contrast. We find that the 486 strength of the illusory contour depends both on the orientation and the contrast 487 of the real line. 1998, Kapadia et al., 1995) . In our paradigm, in an effort to reduce this 503 confounding factor, we used short real lines that did not span the gap and did not 504 come into direct contact with inducers (Williams & Hess, 1998) . A second factor 505 is the duration of stimulus presentation. We were concerned that long 506 presentation and processing times might engage higher-level processes or slow 507 horizontal connections, leading to involvement of association fields in contour 508 completion (Poom, 2001 , Field et al., 1993 . Previous studies have shown 509
Illusory contour masking at SOAs of up to 120 msec for local, presumably 510 induction, processes, and up to 250 msec for global, or form, processes 511 In this context, our psychophysical data show that adding a high contrast real 603 line parallel to the illusory contour interferes with the illusory contour percept, as 604 high contrast real lines bias the feedforward process and activate parallel 605 domains in V1 and V2, thereby disrupting the illusory contour activation pattern 606 (Fig 8B, left) . Adding a high contrast orthogonal line (Fig 8B, right) did not have a 607 consistent effect on the illusory contour percept in our experiment (showed 608 interference in 2 subjects at high contrast). Our interpretation is that the high 609 contrast orthogonal line drives a feedforward real (orthogonal) line process, 610 thereby disrupting the parallel illusory contour process balance; at the same time, 611 this abutting line inducer has a facilitating effect (see Figure 1 ). These opposing 612 effects of interference and facilitation may explain the inconsistent results across 613 subjects. Thus, interpretation of psychophysical effects at high contrast remain 614 somewhat speculative.Considering subthreshold real lines, we argue that adding 615 subthreshold signal to V1 domains has differential effect depending on the 616 orientation added. Adding a subthreshold parallel real line are not effective at 617 driving parallel V1 domains and have little subsequent effect on V2 neurons; 618 therefore, it does not change the illusory contour balance (Fig. 8C, left) . Since 619 orthogonal domains in V1 are already potentiated by the illusory contour process, 620 the addition of an orthogonal subthreshold real line leads to activation of 621 orthogonal V2 domains, resulting in the disruption of the illusory contour pattern 622 and perceptual interference (Fig 8C, right) . Indeed with respect to real line 623 detection, this model suggests that subthreshold orthogonal lines in fact may be 624 more readily detectable in illusory contour context. While our detection data (Fig  625   4) do not show clear evidence for this in all subjects, subj1 and subj2 showed 626 indeed lower detection thresholds for orthogonal than for parallel lines when real 627 lines were abutting or overlapping with the illusory contour. 628
One can argue that the positioning of the real lines relative to the illusory 629 contour may be critical to understanding the mechanisms underlying their 630 interaction. For example, lines truly abutting the illusory contour may be 631 supportive as illustrated in Fig. 1 , while real lines crossing the illusory contour 632 may even interfere with the percept. Such interference could be due to high level 633 perceptual and cognitive effects at high contrasts or due to geometrical aspects 634 of inducer/contour relationship at low contrasts. Therefore, our paradigm may 635 lead to opposing effects, consistent with our psychophysical results at high 636 contrast. However, the orthogonal interference at low but not at high contrast is 637 inconsistent with the interpretation that orthogonal line position generally 638 interferes with our illusory contour task -in that case we would expect stronger 639 interference with increasing contrast and thus stronger induction effects, which is 640 opposite to our findings. triangle were changed (opening ± 0-4°) to produce a percept of the illusory 919 contour being curved inwards or outwards. The illusory contour's length was 2°. 920
Appearance of inwards and outwards bending is exaggerated in this depiction. b) 921
Discrimination Task. A fixation period of 500 ms was followed by a stimulus (250 922 ms duration), whose right side produced an illusionary contour bent outwards or 923 inwards (only outwards shown) that could also contain a parallel or orthogonal 924 real line aligned with estimated illusory contour path. Subjects had to decide in a 925 2AFC paradigm, to which side the illusory contour was bent. Inducer opening in 926 this drawing is 10 degree. 
